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Critique of the Political Economy of Desire 
XIA, Ying 

Tsinghua University 
 

Capital logic is increasingly showing its diversified existence forms in the contemporary era.  
I divide the evolution forms of the capital logic into three categories: financial derivatives, evolving 
form of digital capital which represented by platform capital, and technology capitalization which 
represented by the meta universe. As the typical presence of contemporary capital logic, they 
highlight the essential provisions of capital. What this provision refers is not a "system of needs" 
like Hegel's theoretical analysis of civil society in the Principles of Philosophy of Law but refers to 
a "system of desires". Its essential provision is expressed in Marx's exposition of the generation and 
transformation of the "capital". If the formula of simple commodity circulation is W-G-W, the 
formula of capital logic is G-W-G'. They represent two different ways of accumulating social wealth: 
what the “system of needs” shows is the way of capital appreciation centered on production, in 
which WHAT and HOW to produce is always a key issue. Thus, the development path of real 
economy is constructed. Correspondingly, the “system of desire” shows the way of capital 
appreciation centered on money, in which money gains value in objectifying itself to any commodity, 
thus constructing the development path of virtual economy. The latter shows the financial trend of 
contemporary capital logic. However, since the capital born with the purpose of value appreciation, 
capital has adopted produce for others for profit as its model, which contains only the logic of desire 
rather than logic of needs. Therefore, the capital logic with appreciation compulsion is essentially a 
flow, and it only obtains full possibility of its appreciation in the circulation process. 

The political economic criticism on desire not only focuses on the generation process of the 
capital logic as a system of desire, but also, more importantly, on the changes of what labors live on 
which brought by the capital’s appreciation compulsion. In the study of political economy based on 
the system of needs, although living labor is the source of capital value appreciation, these two are 
always in a zero-sum game state in the field of physical production, so labor and capital are 
antagonistic. However, the political economic criticism of desire understands the logic of capital 
with the system of desire has found that capital and labor are in a state of collusion. In the endless 
demands of desire, and under the operation of credit mechanism as the leading consumption mode, 
labors have to indefinitely submit to the capital’s control on them, thus the demands of labors on 
capital have changed from "shortening working days" to "I want to work", from resisting the 
constraint of capital to actively striving for capital appreciation. In the political economic criticism 
of desire, a new kind of master-slave dialectic was born, in which capital became the only master, 
and the capitalist, as the personification of capital, and the laborer working for capital appreciation 
became the slave. This is the latest presentation of the labor’s living conditions brought by the 
financializing development of capital: such discussions as the so-called "involution" and "lay down" 
in recent years have touched the key point of the political economic criticism of desire. 
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A Study of Negotiations in the Silla-Bohai Contact Zone: 
Historical Geography Research Using GIS 

 
LEE, Sungsi 

Waseda University 
 

Fieldwork is an indispensable component in studying East Asian ancient history, but overseas 
research has been completely impossible for the past three years due to the COVID-19 pandemic. 
Given this situation, one might ask to what extent it is possible to use GIS to conduct historical 
geography research requiring fieldwork. This presentation will consider this possibility in the 
context of the humanities through a case study that was conducted within the particular research 
conditions of the pandemic.  

The case study in question involves explicating contact zone relations between Silla and Bohai 
from the 8th to the 10th centuries. In the latter half of the 7th century, the kingdom of Silla overthrew 
Goguryeo and also engaged in war with Tang China; as it advanced further north into contact zones 
with the former Goguryeo domain, it built a number of military garrisons, including the “Northern 
Garrison” (Pukchin). In 886, a northern tribe attempted to establish relations with Silla by hanging 
a wooden scrap (mokuhen) on a tree inside the garrison, inscribed with a 15-character message of 
peace (宝露国与⿊⽔国人共向新羅国和通). 

It has been deduced that the Baoluguo (宝露国) and Heisuiguo nations (⿊⽔国) mentioned in 
the inscription refer to two Mohe tribes that lived in the region of Bohai that bordered Silla. What 
is notable is how they avoided direct negotiation. Which specific regions did these peoples come 
into contact with, and what kinds of characteristics did their indirect negotiations have? In order to 
better understand the nature of their communication, which took the form of a 15-character wooden 
document, I intend to explore the geographical space in which such written transmissions occurred 
through GIS and thereby gain some access into the inner worlds inhabited by the people of that time.  
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The Forming of Research on "Local Historiography" in East-Asia 
 

KONITA, Akira 
Waseda University 

 
 Local historiography is "comprehensive books that historically depict local regions," and similar 
books exist throughout East Asia, establishing regional traditions. In this presentation, I would like 
to reconsider "local historiography," which has not been studied to date, and lay the groundwork for 
cross-regional comparisons. Through comparisons, we hope to create clues for clarifying the 
background of regional historicization and people's perception of regions. 
 First, we have organized our research, including the definition of "local historiography," which is 
the premise of this study. The term "local historiography" was first used in Japan at the beginning 
of the 20th century as a combined term for "local history" and "local topography”. Subsequently, 
regional historians of Japanese history attempted to compare the concept of "local historiography" 
as a type of historical material with historical materials from different regions, but this did not lead 
to further discussion. This paper also reviews the research on "local historiography" conducted in 
each region. Local historiography in East Asia has been commonly fragmented and neglected due 
to political and academic conditions in the modern era. Because of the difficulty of organizing and 
examining them within a given region, comparisons across regions are naturally impossible. In 
recent years, however, the groundwork has finally begun to be laid, and comparisons are now ready. 
 Next, in order to examine the local historiography itself, the process of its formation was reviewed 
for each region. What is common to all of them is that they were established against the backdrop 
of the establishment of central/local relations and parallel to the spread of historical, cultural, and 
national awareness among people. The formation of local historiography can be said to be, in a sense, 
early modern. 
 Then, by actually comparing and examining the local historiography of each region, we attempted 
to provide an example of our research. As a prerequisite, a basic explanation of the form of the 
Chinese local gazetteer, the reporter's specialty, was given, followed by a brief comparative study 
of the remaining three regions. In common with these three regions, the format of the Chinese local 
gazetteer is the premise, and the descriptions are created within this framework, but at the same time, 
each region makes use of its own uniqueness and attempts to form its own regional identity by 
describing it. The reason behind this may be that by attempting to depict the history of a region, it 
depicts the temporal independence of that region and confirms its significance and position in 
relation to the rest of the country, thus resulting in establishing its position within the world of the 
nation as a whole. And while accepting the context of Chinese Han culture, the fact that each region 
has relativized it and moved on to its own unique "way of depicting the districts" is one of the things 
that embody the cultural transformation of East Asia in the early modern period. 
 Finally, a summary and some prospects for future research are given. Local historiography and 
its formation process may reflect the characteristics of the times. In all regions, adjacent books, such 
as lexicons and scenery guides were established under the mutual influence of each other, and these 
books, including local historiography, interacted and reciprocated with the historical understanding 
of the people of the time. By examining this common direction, we may be able to see the meaning 
of people's "historical understanding of the local area.” “Local-historiographiology" would be a way 
to consider the relationship between these people and history. And it should be noted that a book 
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that "portrays the local region comprehensively" is also universal. After exploring East Asia, we 
will compare the ways in which East Asian and other "localities" are portrayed and their 
backgrounds. This comparative phase will provide clues for considering the fundamental question, 
"Why do we depict the history of regions (localities)?” This is linked to the question, "Why do 
people recognize regions?" and will help to clarify some aspects of the relationship between people 
and the world in which they live. 
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The Cult of Mount Chi in Ancient East Asia 
 

LIU, Xiaofeng 
Tsinghua University 

  
The Statue of the Great God of Mount Chi built on the top of Mount Cheng in the eastern most 

corner of the Shandong Peninsula in China today is massive in its size. What is strange, however, 
is that there are very few local worshippers and donor communities. This means that for the local 
people, the Great God of Mount Chi is not a local deity that they are familiar with or worship. 

I have once inquired the local people regarding the benefits of the deity, but their answers were 
ambiguous at best. In truth, this enormous statue, just like that of Jang Bogo, is just an important 
tourist attraction in the region. The statue of the Great God of Mount Chi, the statue of Jang Bogo, 
and the Fahua Temple of Mount Chi are all built after the Chinese Economic Reform, when 
interchanges with Japan and Korea flourished. Their construction does not come from the orderly 
transmission of the local cultural tradition, but stems from the historical memories of the land. They 
are based on the legends of Jang Bogo, who was once very active in Tang China and Silla Korea, 
the Record of a Pilgrimage to the Tang in Search of the Law, one of the Three Travel Journals in 
the World, written by the great monk Ennin during his visit to the Tang, and the records regarding 
the Fahua Temple on Mount Chi preserved in the local gazetteers. Directly linked to these 
monuments are the Zen Temple of Mount Chi in Kyoto, Japan, the Hokke Souj-in on Mount Hiei, 
which is closely tied to Ennin, Zen Tou-in, the Stele of the Ambassador of Qinghai County Jang 
Bogo, etc. They are closely intertwined with the Fahua Temple site on Wando-gun in the Korean 
Peninsula, which is related to Jang Bogo’s activities on the sea, the Fahua Temple site on the Jeju 
Island, as well as the lives of Jang Bogo and the Silla Population in the Tang dynasty. In the Record 
of a Pilgrimage to the Tang in Search of the Law, we can see the complex relationship between the 
Japanese monk Ennin, the Monks of Silla, the Tang immigrants, and the powerful presence of Jang 
Bogo on the sea at the time. From these we could see the Buddhist exchanges surround the 
transmission of the Lotus Sutra in the region, and the Fahua Temple of Mount Chi is the core nexus 
that connects all of these. Thus the issue at stake is how Mount Chi became such a vital nexus. Did 
it become the nexus by chance as the meeting ground of Japanese monks and Silla forces during the 
Tang? Or is there an internal logic to its ascension? This paper argues the following: 

 
First, the origin of the Great God of Mount Chi is the Cult of Mount Chi, which spanned China, 

Japan, and Korea in the ninth century. The worshippers mostly consisted of people outside of China. 
 
Second, the Cult of Mount Chi is directly relevant to the wide-spread Cult of the Lord of Mount 

Tai. Taking this belief as the point of departure, the author argues that just like how the ancient 
Chinese believed that souls traveled to Mount Tai after death, people outside of China believed that 
Mount Chi is where the souls returned to in the afterlife. This is why the Zen Temple of Mount Chi 
in Japan also enshrines the Lord of Mount Tai. 

 
Third, Mount Chi is chosen to be the post-mortem destination for people outside of China because 

just as Mount Tai is situated to the northeast among the Five Peaks, Mount Chi too is located in the 
northeast of the Qi state. The direction is significant as it relates to the cultural tradition regarding 
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making sacrifices to the rising sun god, and therefore Mount Chi is a place of faith. The selection 
of this direction echoes that of the Zen Temple of Mount Chi in Japan. They are based on the same 
model for understanding of time and space. 

 
Fourth, the existence of Mount Chi Fahua Temple suggests that the Cult of Mount Chi had 

integrated with Fahua Buddhism, while also serving as an important component of the ideology of 
Jang Bogo’s group. It is not a coincidence that Mount Chi became an essential stage for the history 
outlined above. Rather, it is closely tied with the Cult of Mount Chi.  

 
Fifth, the Cult of Mount Chi takes the Cult of the Lord of Mount Tai as its foundation. Merging 

with Fahua Buddhism, it developed into a belief system that took Mount Chi as its center with its 
influence covering areas including the eastern coastal regions (Shandong, Jiangsu, Zhejiang), the 
Korean Peninsula, and Japan. In particular, the Cult of Mount Chi transmitted to Japan through 
Ennin and gave rise to the Zen Temple of Mount Chi and relevant cultural practices, which still 
wield certain influence over the life in present-day Japan.   
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Restoring History and Shaping Memory: Northern Song Scholars and Their 
Conservation Efforts in the Guanzhong Area (in Modern Central Shaanxi Province) 

 
LU, Hui-Wen 

National Taiwan University 
 

The Guanzhong area (in modern central Shaanxi) bears multiple layers of meanings for the Song 
empire. It is where the old capital Chang’an of the Tang Dynasty lies. Because of its proximity to 
the powerful neighbors Xixia and Turfan, this area also signifies danger. This paper starts with an 
examination of an 8th-century calligraphy scroll, which exists only in stone engraving 
commissioned by the 11th-century official You Shixiong (1038-1097). I then examine the many 
efforts that the Song court and the local officials, including You, invest in discovering and preserving 
the rich cultural monuments in the Guanzhong area, and the multifaceted significance in these 
activities.   
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Public Sphere and Urban Management in China: A Historical Revisit 
 

WANG, Di 
University of Macau 

 
This paper emphasizes that in traditional China, social organizations played a very important 

role.  In the wave of modernization during the 20th century, traditional social organizations were 
attacked, and the power of the state penetrated into the grassroots society. Although the state 
mastered more resources, levied more taxes, and the state machine became bigger and bigger, the 
urban management were not improved accordingly, which can be called the involution of urban 
management. This paper points out that after the reform and opening up since the late 1970s, the 
state gradually withdrew from some fields, which prooted economic and social development. 
However, in these years, the state power has been expanding, and many people believed that the 
government could do great things by concentrating its power, which has brought great confusion 
to China's urban management. The study concludes that a healthy urban society requires the public 
sphere to play an important role. 
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Humanistic Spirit and Thinking Method of Chinese Philosophy 
       

LEE, Hsien-Chung  
National Taiwan University 

 
Chinese philosophy is rich in humanistic spirit and is characterized by intuition. Intuition is both 

a way of knowing and a way of thinking. Intuition can be divided into: speculative intuition (akin 
to recognition), ontological intuition (akin to awakening), and value intuition (akin to 
comprehension). 

This article describes in layers the different stages of intuition. Focusing on value intuition, we 
use "image" as a medium to deal with the meaning and practical intention of the "image." Through 
the "thought unit" and its horizon adjustment, we examine the multi-level and multi-angle meaning 
of "intuitive knowledge" from the context construction of “what there is” and “what it is,” the 
context clarification of “why it is,” “what will be,” and “what should be,” and the objectification 
process of context consolidation. The corresponding framing system in the thought unit explains 
various framing methods of "intuitive knowledge," including: concept, category, value, perceptual 
and free positioning methods. Grasping this helps us grasp the various characteristics of the 
humanistic spirit of Chinese philosophy and attempts to transform the vagueness of intuitive 
knowledge into meanings that can be clearly understood. 

We believe that through these studies, not only can a more comprehensive grasp of Chinese 
philosophy be obtained but also a wider application to the future development of other humanities. 
 
Keyword: humanistic spirit, intuition, intuitive cognition, intuitive thinking, thought unit, framing 
system 
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A Survey on the Literature Resources of the Cited Works by Li Shan’s Wenxuanzhu: 
Taking the Annotations of the Confucian Analects in the Han and Wei Dynasties 

Cited by Li Shan’s Wenxuanzhu as an Example 
 

ZHAO, Jiancheng 
Nankai University 

 
Li Shan's Wenxuanzhu cited eight ancient commentaries of Lunyu of the Han and Wei dynasties 

(Kong Anguo, Bao Xian, Ma Rong, Zheng Xuan, Chen Qun, Wang Su, Zhou Shenglie, He Yan). 
Based on the text of Wenxuan and Lunyu and related documents, after detailed research, it can be 
concluded that Li Shan's citation of these documents is not all from the original books, except Zheng 
Xuan’s Lunyuzhu (or its part), the other seven annotations are all from He Yan’s Lunyujijie. 
Therefore, the actual quotation is only a single annotation of Zheng Xuan and He Yan’s Lunyujijie. 
This study has important implications for the judgment on the source of quotations in Wenxuanzhu. 
At the same time, from the southern and northern dynasties to the Sui and early Tang dynasties, 
there were a large number of annotated works on Lunyu, but only Zheng and He occupied the 
mainstream position. Li Shan's citation of these two works is completely consistent with the 
academic situation at that time. This can also be confirmed by the fact that these two annotations of 
Lunyu were cited by the works of scholars around or at the same time as Li Shan. 
 
Keywords: Li Shan's Wenxuanzhu, citation, ancient commentaries of Lunyu of the Han and Wei 
dynasties, academic historical value 
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The Humanities in the Post-COVID-19 Era, Considered Through the Journal, Yu gong 
 

KONO, Kimiko 
Waseda University 

 
Amid the unprecedented turmoil of the Covid-19 pandemic, a reality from which we have yet to 

emerge, can the Humanities offer any sort of contribution? This presentation will take as its focus 
the body of knowledge that the study of Chinese classics has built up over the longue durée, 
especially the accumulated thought regarding the relationship nature to humanity and the 
environment with society, to consider the meaning that East Asian Humanities can provide at the 
present moment. More concretely, I will focus on the academic journal of Chinese historical 
geography, Yu gong 禹貢 (1934–1937), the publishing of which Gu Jiegang 顧頡剛 (1893–1981) 
played a central role. Yu gong was a journal compiled by an academic group of researchers and 
students brought together by Gu Jiegang. Amidst but also because of heightening nationalism and 
the pressures of imperialism, it established the field of modern Chinese historiography and, above 
all, historical geography, and as such, an understanding of its contents is both essential and 
indispensable. Within its pages there was a tendency to shock, a firm resolve to define knowledge 
and understanding of history and the motherland.  

In the course of this presentation, I will first discuss Yu gong’s research and transmission methods, 
as well as its establishment of a critical awareness of the issues. At the same time, I would like to 
consider the meaning of reducing the study of the classics to the modern, or at least to begin to 
problematize what this idea entails. Furthermore, since the object of Yu gong’s study is historical 
geography, and since the topic of irrigation occupies an important position in this area of research, 
I would like to discuss in this presentation the classical text, the Han shu’s “Treatise of Rivers and 
Canals” and to begin to consider the possibilities that classical understandings might afford in the 
modern era.  
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Learning From Giorgio Agamben’s Response to the COVID-19 Pandemic 
 

MATHEWS, Peter D. 
Hanyang University 

 
This paper sets out to understand the response of the Italian philosopher Giorgio Agamben to the 

COVID-19 pandemic. On February 26, 2020, Agamben published a widely-criticized blog post 
insisting that the danger of the virus had been overstated, and that the Italian government was using 
the disease as a pretext for expanding its power. The first task of this paper is to place Agamben’s 
comments in the context of his philosophical work, in particular his concept of the “state of 
exception” that has historically been used in politics to justify actions that would normally be 
considered illegal, as well as his notion of “bare life”, in which the biological fact of survival is 
placed above the quality of life. The second task of this paper is to compare Agamben’s views with 
those of Michel Foucault, an important influence on both Agamben and the field of biopolitics. 
While Foucault makes similar points about the outbreak of disease and political control, there is a 
measured ambivalence in his work about these technologies that is grounded in his understanding 
that, while such practices may lead to political repression, they can also enhance and empower the 
lives of the population. My conclusion is that, rather than dismissing Agamben’s work out of hand, 
we should instead regard his comments about COVID-19 as an overstatement: for while 
totalitarianism is always a political danger, as Agamben warns, not every measure of control negates 
the quality of our lives. 
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Crisis Ordinariness Created by “Cruel Optimism”: Rethinking the Precariat in Korea 
 

YOON, Seongho  
Hanyang University 

 
With “crisis ordinariness” in mind, this article focuses on the daily danger and anxiety brought 

about by the neoliberal order and labor control. Since the 1990s, the global expansion of labor 
flexibility has generated a new unstable working class such as non-regular workers, contract 
workers, interns, part-time workers, and fixed-term workers. They are taking on a social identity 
that cannot be tied to the existing organized working class. The point of departure of this paper is to 
define this newly emerging class and Korean youth generation in particular as a “new dangerous 
class” or “a-class-in-the-making,” based upon Guy’s Standing’s notion of “precariat” and to 
examine how the interpellation of this new class differs from the existing concepts of working class 
and proletariat. In addition, while examining the significance and limitations of the concept of the 
precariat that is not informed any more by the existing paradigm of organized labor movement and 
solidarity, I will finally discuss the concept of “cruel optimism” of Lauren Berlant who 
fundamentally defines the precariat as an “emotional class” to build and expand on the notion of 
“precariat.” 
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Leveraging ‘Uncertainty’ During a Global Health Crisis: An Analysis of the Strategic 
Deployment of Hedging in Government Press Conferences in Early 2020 

  
TURNBULL, Margo* 

The Hong Kong Polytechnic University 
 

Speeches given by government leaders during a time of crisis are important tools in the 
management of public anxiety and behaviour. The early months of the COVID-19 pandemic 
positioned leaders and populations alike in situations of high and sustained uncertainty. At the onset 
of the crisis in January 2020, there was limited knowledge about the novel coronavirus (SARS-Cov-
2), infection routes and mortality rates. Government leaders had to balance what was known and 
unknown as they responded to local situations and introduced unprecedented infection control 
guidelines and restrictions to the day-to-day life of citizens.  
 
In the context of this paper, we take up the notion of uncertainty as a cognitive state derived from a 
situation in which there is inadequate or incomplete knowledge thus making it impossible to predict 
future events. Uncertainty is present in all types of discourse (e.g., decision-making, event planning, 
and risk management) and its management is key in the communication of health risks and 
government attempts to direct the behavior of citizens. When communicating with the public about 
emerging infectious diseases, leaders and experts make careful decisions about what to say and 
where and when to make statements. During the COVID-19 pandemic, government leaders have 
made extensive use of press conferences as a key means of communicating with citizens. Speeches 
given during press conferences are viewed as texts constructed by a variety of contributors (e.g. the 
speaker, experts, speech writers) and are therefore considered as communication tools used in the 
course of governing rather than examples of spontaneous or naturalistic speech.   
 
This paper presents selected extracts from the analysis of a corpora of press conference speeches 
made by political leaders in Australia, the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region, New Zealand 
and the United Kingdom to explore how uncertainty was linguistically managed and leveraged by 
these speakers at key time points during the first six months of the health crisis. We focus on the use 
of the linguistic device of hedges by female leaders in Hong Kong and New Zealand. Hedges are 
markers of uncertainty at the discourse level and are often used to soften the forcefulness of a 
statement or direction. Hedging also serves pragmatic functions as it is used to both convey 
information and build a relationship with the listener in order to direct behaviour. Hedges include 
modal verbs such as can, may, must, shall, will, could and are often used in health communications 
to indicate likelihood, ability, capacity, advice, obligation.   
 
Keywords: Uncertainty, COVID-19, press conferences, hedges, governing 
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Reported Speeches in News Discourse 
 

WU, Xia*, ZHANG, Xi 
Tsinghua University 

 
News is not a value-free reflection of social reality, but intervenes in the social construction of 

reality. A news report is a discourse, and a “practice” as well. News reports inform people of events, 
and more importantly, reflect and influence the way people understand and interpret the events. The 
present study focuses on a crucial part in news reports, namely the reported speech, which is the 
recontextualization of other people’s words. Based on Critical Discourse Analysis, the reported 
speech is analyzed from three aspects: the reporting source, the reporting verb, and the reporting 
mode. A case study of news reports on the China-U.S. trade dispute has been conducted. News 
reports are collected from official websites of mainstream newspapers, and reported speeches in the 
news reports are annotated and studied. Results show that there are statistically significant 
differences in the use of reported speeches in Chinese and American news discourse. Analysis 
shows that social and ideological structures shape and are shaped by languages. 

    
Keywords: reported speech, news discourse, critical discourse analysis 
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Language Policy and Planning in Macau:  
Effects and Complications Arising From the COVID-19 Pandemic 

 
MOODY, Andrew 

University of Macau 
 

The Macau government espouses and aspirational language education policy of quadrilingualism 
(speaking proficiency in four languages: Mandarin, Cantonese, Portuguese and English) and 
triliteracy (reading ability in three languages: Chinese, Portuguese and English). The paper 
examines recently the official language law and the policy-making parameters defined within 
language education policy (LEP) documents. Recently published figures from the 2021 census 
suggest that implementation of Putonghua as a medium of instruction has been successful, although 
unintentional. Implementation of Putonghua as a medium of instruction (MoI) has been closed 
related to a shortage of teachers — a problem that is parallels more general labour shortages within 
Macau — and has been exacerbated by the COVID-19 pandemic. 
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East Asian Porcelain of Saxony and Meissen Porcelain: 
Fluid Images Between Melons and Onions 

 
 WU, Ruoming 

Nankai University 
 

The collection of East Asian porcelain at royal court of Saxony is one of the most important 
collections of East Asian porcelain in Europe. August II the Strong, Elector of Saxony and King of 
Poland supported Ehrenfried Walter von Tschirnhaus and Johann Friedrich Böttger to fire the hard 
porcelain, which is the earliest porcelain in Europe. August II the Strong founded the Meissen 
porcelain factory and focused on the development of porcelain production techniques: body forming, 
glazing and decoration.  

Such as the mobile images between typical motifs of melon and onion on porcelain, the earlier 
Meissen porcelain is followed the shape and decoration of the East Asian porcelain that collected at 
electoral palace of Saxony. Then, Meissen porcelain production developed the various types and 
multiple decorative styles, that impacted the invention of porcelain firing and the development of 
decoration in other places in Europe.  
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A Study on Mitsuharu Kaneko’s Children’s Literature 
 

HUNG, Se-Chun 
National Taiwan University 

 
Mitsuharu Kaneko's children's literature was published between the 14th year of Taishō era and 

the 18th year of the Shōwa era, most of which were published in Shōnen Club , Shōjo Club , and 
Fujinkodomohōchi, magazines with teenagers, girls and children as the main readership at that time.  
This article is intended to focus on Mitsuharu Kaneko's works published in Fujinkodomohōchi 12 
years before the Shōwa era. With reference to Mitsuharu Kaneko's personal experience, it will 
discuss the characteristics and creative intentions of Mitsuharu Kaneko's children's literature works 
from three aspects: "the setting of the protagonist", "the theme of the work" and "the image of the 
mother". 
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Beyond Reporting: The Communicative Functions of Social Media News During the 
COVID-19 Pandemic 

 
FENG, William  

The Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Hong Kong 
 

Social media news does not just inform people of what is going on, but performs a wide range of 
communicative functions. Such multifunctionality has been fully manifested in news reports during 
the COVID-19 pandemic. To map out the multiple functions of social media news, the present study 
adopts a multimodal discourse analysis approach and draws on the theory of register typology to 
explicate the social semiotic activities in a corpus of news published by China Central Television 
on TikTok and the multimodal realisation of these activities. The analysis of 232 news videos shows 
that apart from the reporting activity, social media news also conducts sharing, expounding, and 
recommending activities, with their realisations shown by a personalised and emotional style in 
language and the depiction of the actions and emotions of a wide range of social actors in images. 
The multiple activities and discursive features serve the social, political, and educational functions 
in managing the public health crisis, and are shaped by the affordance of social media on the one 
hand and the social-cultural context in China on the other hand. 
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Mobility and Liveness in Music Experiences in the Posthuman Era 
 

KASAI, Amane 
Waseda University 

 
The COVID-19 pandemic radically changed our practices related to mobility, and its impact 

extended to the performing arts. Artists had to cancel concert tours that involved moving beyond 
borders and switch performance styles to those not requiring their physical presence, like live 
streaming to online audiences. It meant, in a sense, that artists were forced to adopt technologies 
that would substitute digital images and recorded sounds of themselves. Before the pandemic, there 
already were some approaches made to replacing absent or posthumous artists using AI and 
hologram technologies. With the resurgence of audience-attended concerts and music festivals, we 
are seeing more cases of live artists involved in virtual performances. The embodiment of 
performers has diversified, and the boundary between physical and virtual performance has blurred. 
This paper considers how performances challenging the simultaneous co-existence of audiences and 
performers, previously required for live performances, can present 'liveness.' 
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Six Global Crises and Alternatives in the Post-COVID 19 Era:  
Beyond Agamben and Žižek 

 
LEE, Do-Heum 

Hanyang University 
 

Where and how will the post-Covid-19 society flow? We are now experiencing six global crises: 
the crisis of maximizing inequality and social polarization, the climate crisis and environmental 
crisis, the crisis of geopolitical and war situations, the problems of labor due to the 3rd digital 
revolution and 4th industrial revolution, the crisis of intermittent pandemics, the collapse of the 
public sphere and the crisis of democracy. The problems are intertwined and deepen the crisis each 
other.  

Most sovereign powers used the Covid-19 pandemic as a state of exception to justify home 
pensions, blockade, inspection and surveillance, and tracking. And citizens accepted it out of fear 
of death. In this respect, Agamben’s argument is partly valid. However, Agamben ignores science, 
exposes citizens to the risk of infection, and damages the public sphere. Agamben mentions only 
passive freedom and sovereign power. He misses active freedom, freedom für sich, discipline power, 
and biopower. 

Žižek presents full unconditional solidarity, a globally coordinated response, and a new form of 
communism as an alternative to the COVID-19 pandemic. His argument is valid because the root 
cause of the six global crises is the capitalist system and de-growth is possible only by de-
capitalization. However, Žižek suggested this rapidly without an argumentation process. He did not 
present concrete models, paradigms, paths, or plans for the new communism. Above all, Agamben 
and Žižek could not escape the idea of modernity based on identity and dichotomy. 

The presenter proposes an alternative beyond Agamben and Žižek by synthesizing Wonhyo(元
曉; 617-686)’s ideas of Hwajaeng Buddhism and Western thoughts. To overcome the six global 
crises, we need to shift the paradigm from the identity that excludes others to the difference of Nun-
Buddha(Buddha-in-your-pupil), and from anthropocentrism to the ecology of neither-one-nor-
two(不一不二). We must create ‘the blank(虛)’ to enable circulation by natural purification at the 
world, country, and regional levels. Building a world republic based on Hwajaeng is necessary. The 
state should gradually shift to a compassionate and democratic Nun-Buddha commune that shares 
all means of production and prioritizes all policies for the weak after going through the eco-welfare 
form based on free medical care, housing, transportation, education, and robot. Individuals are also 
reborn as Nun-Buddha subjects that synthesize passive freedom, active freedom, and freedom für 
sich. They should also switch to a life where they feel happier when they voluntarily reduce their 
desires for others and living things. In a crisis, it is justice to give priority to the weak. The center 
of our body is not the navel, chest, or head, but the painful spot. 
 
Keywords: the post-Covid-19 pandemic, six global crises, Agamben, Žižek, Wonhyo(元曉), 
Hwajaeng Buddhism, the ecology of neither-one-nor-two(不一不二), ‘the blank(虛),’ Nun-
Buddha(Buddha-in-your-pupil), the difference of Nun-Buddha, Nun-Buddha commune 
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A Statistical Analysis of the Principles of Tang Poetry and Its Problems 
 

LI, Feiyue 
Tsinghua University 

 
Established by poems composed in the Tang period, the New-style principles of poetry writing 

has had a far-reaching influence on the creation and study of classical Chinese poetry.The annotation 
of tones of poems from The Complete Tang Poetry based on The Supplement of Poetic Tones 
statistically analyzes all poems of five or seven syllables and four or eight lines, and reinspects the 
standard line patterns, the differentiation of the tones of the second and fourth syllables, tonic paring, 
the highlight of the last three syllables in a line, the conversion of the openings of poetry and the 
conservation of its middle parts, tonic continuation, as well as the holding and rectification of tones. 
In doing so, it confirms, while at the same time disproves, some of the long-standing beliefs in the 
field, and also discovers the relatively high frequency of successive appearance of lines that have 
had been deemed against the principles. To differentiate Tang poetry via principles derived from 
sample surveys and writing experiences that are further used to deduct and determine the 
pronunciations, textual variations, grammar, and rhymes of poetry can hardly avoid circular 
argumentation. The principle of Tang poetry is a poetic standard that is established via both 
circumvention and compliance, and therefore provides us with a fundamental mode to understand 
classical Chinese poetry, especially the New-style ones, and to comprehend the relations between 
the tonic characteristics of Chinese poetry and its structure. Full-sample statistics and holistic 
research help break the conventional conceptions in the field of tonic study, discover new features 
and rules, and thus promote empirical research on the form, style, and history of classical poetry.  

 
Keywords: The Complete Tang Poetry, The Supplement of Poetic Tones, the principles of poetry 
writing, statistics  
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Internal Differences and External Relevancies: The Similarity  
Calculation and Analysis of 592 Doculects in Chinese Minority Languages 

 
RAN, Qibin 

Nankai University 
 

This paper takes 592 Chinese Minority Language doculects as the research materials, and uses 
the similarity calculation method of ASJP to explore the performance and characteristics of minority 
languages from the two aspects of internal differences and external relevancies. Among the language 
doculects investigated, the most different languages in China are Bai language in Jianchuan, Jinhua, 
Yunnan and Hmong language in Ouli, Jinping, Guizhou. From the perspective of language family, 
Sino-Tibetan languages have the largest internal differences, and Indo-European languages have the 
smallest differences. From the perspective of language group, Indonesian languages have the largest 
internal differences, and the Manchu-Tunggus languages have the smallest differences. In terms of 
external relevancies, from the perspective of language familiy, the linguistic distances between 
various language families in China are far to much extent, among which the farthest pair is Austro-
Asiatic languages and Indo-European languages, and the relatively closest pair is Austro-Asiatic 
languages and Austronesian languages. From the perspective of language group, group of Manchu-
Tunggus languages is the farthest one away from group of Indian-Iranian languages, and group of 
Mongolic languages is the closest to group of Manchu-Tunggus languages. If the Sinitic languages 
is included, the distance between the Sinitic languages and the Turkic languages is the farthest, and 
the distance between the Sinitic languages and the Mixed languages is the closest. From a 
comprehensive perspective, the distances between the Sinitic, Tibeto-Burman, and Miao-Yao 
language groups are relatively close, and the Tai-Kadai group is far away from these three language 
groups. 
 
Keywords: Chinese minority languages, similarity, linguistic distance, internal differences, external 
relevancy 
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Trapped / Returned / Left / Intervened:  
Discussion of Works of Wuhan Lockdown Published in Taiwan in 2020 

 
YANG, Ya-Ru 

National Taiwan University 
 

Before the 2022 Taiwan International Book Exhibition was held, the issue of whether it should 
be held as scheduled triggered many discussions. Apparently, the social atmosphere in Taiwan was 
still flowing between the pandemic and the post-pandemic, which affects the decision-making of 
various projects. However, as far as literary publishing is concerned, in 2020, Taiwan’s publishing 
industry has successively published relevant narratives reflecting the lockdown of Wuhan at the 
beginning of the pandemic, including Jing Guo’s Wuhan Lockdown Diary (March 2020), Returning 
Home by Nick et al. (May 2020), Ling Chang’s A Journey of Panic (July 2020), Yiwu Liao’s When 
Wuhan Virus Came (September 2020), and Liao’s rewritten Wuhan (June 2022). These writings are 
in diary style, co-authored/individually authored reportage essays, or novels. However, such 
writings have not been fully studied. 

Based on these works, these writers can be divided into social workers living in Hubei/Taiwanese 
visiting relatives in Wuhan/writers returning to their hometown in Wenzhou from Canada/Chinese 
exiled writers. They were either locked down during the worst period of the pandemic (Jing Guo), 
or once trapped and attempted to move across China (Nick et al. and Ling Chang), or observed from 
a distance in Germany but tried to intervene (Yiwu Liao). Regardless of their distance from Wuhan, 
although the national policy is closed and isolated, the emotionality of these writers can be widely 
spread through the text. Each of these writers proposed a way of understanding and a response 
attitude based on their life experiences, which not only break through the national border but also 
deepen national gaps. In terms of the research framework, this study intends to analyze how writers 
demonstrated the contagiousness of the virus/the empathy and rejection of human beings/the 
rendering power of narratives. It compares their cultural thinking and standpoints and discusses the 
creators’ complex emotions and thoughts in the face of self/other and public/private domains. 
Moreover, this study also intends to perform a comprehension discussion on the meanings of 
visibility of these works in the publishing industry in Taiwan, as well as the inspiration of these 
works from the perspective of literature in Taiwan. 

 
Keywords: pandemic, COVID-19, Jing Guo, Ling Chang, Yiwu Liao 
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Natural Language Processing for Medical Information Extraction From Social Media 
 

CHERSONI, Emmanuele 
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University 

 
In recent years, social media have become an increasingly relevant source of information for 

public healthcare systems. Social media users discuss public health policies and express their 
opinions and feelings; they share news and articles about diseases; they make other users aware of 
their bad experiences with drugs and vaccines, for example the ones related to adverse drug reactions. 
[1] 

Given the sheer amount of this information, it is impossible to have it analysed by human experts. 
For this reason, Natural Language Processing (NLP) technologies are becoming a popular solution 
to automatically extract information from social media text, and make it available to public health 
advisors and pharmaceutical companies. [2] 

In this talk, I will present some examples of analysis of social media to extract medical 
information, particularly in the context of investigation of Adverse Events to drugs and vaccines. [3] 
I will discuss the potential and the limitations of state-of-the-art technologies and the current state 
of the research for Asian languages. [4-5] 
 
REFERENCES 
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Communicating the Safety and Efficacy of COVID-19 Vaccines in Hong Kong: 
A Corpus-Assisted Discourse Study 

 
LIU, Ming 

The Hong Kong Polytechnic University 
 

This study gives a corpus-assisted discourse study of the communication of the safety and efficacy 
of COVID-19 vaccines in the most influential quality English newspaper in Hong Kong, i.e., South 
China Morning Post (SCMP). Combining the theories and methods in critical discourse analysis 
and corpus linguistics, this study aims to reveal not only the topics/themes but also the particular 
engagement strategies involved in the communication of the (un)certainty about the safety and 
efficacy of COVID-19 vaccines. The findings show that while SCMP prefers to communicate more 
certainty than uncertainty about the safety and efficacy of COVID-19 vaccines, it still maintains its 
editorial independence and evidentiary balance through differential representations of Chinese and 
Western vaccines and communicating varied levels of certainty about competing claims on the 
safety and efficacy of COVID-19 vaccines.  
 
Keywords: vaccine, COVID-19, safety, efficacy, South China Morning Post, corpus-assisted 
discourse study, critical discourse analysis, newspaper  
 
 

 


